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Flushing the PODS+

Risk of personal injury and/or damage to the instrument. If the sample cup adapter is not installed properly when 
pressurization begins, it can be forced off of the PODS+ and personal injury and/or damage to the instrument 
may occur. To prevent risk of personal injury and/or damage to the instrument, ensure the sample cup adapter is 
installed properly before pressurization begins.

A “shop air” pressure source can be connected to the PODS+ to supply the external pressure.

The sample cup adapter is a pressure vessel used for sample delivery through the PODS+. It is critical that it is 
installed in the locked position before sampling. The sample cup adapter must be aligned on the PODS+ and in the 
locked position.

Although the PODS+ is designed for rugged use, it is still an istrument that should be cared for and maintained as 
described in this manual. Following proper safety and handling instructions will promote accident free operation and 
prolong product life.

PODS+ can be flushed in both bottle and online modes.

Flushing of the PODS+ is also an essential procedure to obtain an accurate and representative sample. Upon finishing 
the previous serires of tests, the sample still resides in the PODS+. This fluid must be flushed out with a fluid that will 
not contaminate the next sample. Reducing contamination results in more statistically significant results.

For best results, the fluid being used to flush the PODS+ should have the same particle concentration and viscosity 
level as the intended sample. If the sample volume permists, the fluid to be tested is the best fluid for flushing. If the 
sample volume is limited, a clean fluid with approximately the same viscosity is the next best choice.

Maximum flushing before sampling will ensure an accurate sample measurement. However, excessive flushing will 
result in premature clogging of the filter.

WARNING!

Flushing in bottle mode

Risk of sampling errors. If the flushed volume Exceeds the amount of fluid in the sample cup adapter, pneumatic 
will be flushed through the PODS+ and out of the drain port. This can create air pockets in the hydraulic system and 
lead to sampling errors. To prevent samplinig errors, ensure the flushed volume does not exceed the amount of 
fluid in the sample cup adapter.

CAUTION!
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Fill a sample bottle with the fluid to be flushed. Place the sample 
bottle into the sample cup adapter and reconnect it to the PODS+ by 
sliding the pick-up tube into the sample bottle and turning the adapter 
clockwise until locked.

Double-check to make sure the waste bottle can accommodate 
the amount of fluid that will be flushed.

Disconnect the sample cup adapted from the PODS+ by turning 
the adapter clockwise.

From the PODS+ Home Screen, press the menu button next to     to display 
the Cleaning Routines screen.

4 Setup Flushing.

A. Press the menu button next to     .

B.  Press          on the keypad and select the desired flow rate (use~100 PSIG external air supply and 15mL Flowrate if 
running high viscosity fluid for flushing).

C.  Press          on the Keypad and use the keypad to enter the flush volume.

D. Press the menu button next to     .

E. Press the menu button to     .
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6 Press the menu button next to      to flush the system

7 When completed, remove the sample bottle from the Sample Cup Adapter 
and empty the waste bottle.

8 The system is ready to process samples.
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Connect the online 
adapter to the PODS+ by 
sliding the pick-up tube 
into the hole in the center 
of the adapter and turning 
clockwise until the adapter 
is locked.

Remove the waste bottle 
and connet a waste line 

that is routed to a waste 
receptacle that is at 

atmospheric pressure. 
Ensure there is no back 

pressure on the waste 
output from the PODS+.

Connect a hydraulic hose with a 
Minimess test hose thread to the 
online adapter. Connect the other 
end of the hydraulic hose to the 
system to be tested.

Disconnect the sample cup 
adapter from the PODS+ by 
Turning the adapter clockwise.

Flushing in online mode
With online operation, the PODS+ should be flushed with the fluid to be tested. For proper flushing, the flush volume 
must be approximately twice that of the internal volume of the hydraulic hose that connects the PODS+ to the system 
to be tested.

From the PODS+ Home screen, press 
the menu button next to     to display 
the Cleaning Routines screen.
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5 Setup Flushing.

a. Press the menu button next to     .

b.  Press          on the keypad and select the desired flow rate (use~100 PSIG external air supply and 15mL Flowrate 
if running high viscosity fluid for flushing).

c.  Press          on the Keypad and use the keypad to enter the flush volume.

d. Press the menu button next to     .

e. Press the menu button to     .
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7 Press the menu button next to      to flush 
the system

8 When completed, remove the online 
adapter, the Minimess test hoses and empty 
the waste bottle.

9 The system is ready to process samples.
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